
   Welcome to the start of your fitness adventure. Over the next eight weeks you will be

pushed to overcome excuses, fear, and physical obstacles. No matter what level you

are starting, beginner or advanced, your objective is the same: to become a better

version of yourself physically and mentally. It will not be easy. Below are the weekly tasks.

Anyone who doesn’t follow the protocol will have points deducted.

- At least two workouts must be done at our studio.
    Great results take great e    Great results take great effort. At least two per week is required, but we recommend three

or more for optimal success. Make up sessions can be done via our YouTube videos.

- Food tracking app or written journal must be kept recorded.
 Download a food tracking app of your choice. MyFitnessPal and Carbon Diet are great

examples. Everyday you must input your food intake. Every week you must email screenshots

as proof that you were tracking. It can be an overall weekly shot or each day individually. Send

to the email address TeamSamChallenge@gmail.com

- - Accountability Mondays
     Mondays are for being honest. Assess how you’ve done over the previous week in a

real and objective way. Write a post on Facebook or your preferred social media discussing

how well you’ve been on track and your goals for the week. Tag @TeamSam Personal Training.  \

- Confidence Friday
 Fridays are about self-positivity. Similar to Monday, you must write a post on social media
describing something you are proud of. Share with your friends so they can support you. It

might sound weird, but over time it builds confidence.might sound weird, but over time it builds confidence. Tag the studio ;)

The final challenge is a physical test that you must attend on March 5th. We begin
testing first in line at 8am and will end at 11am. 1
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